Research suggests that people tend to be fooled by randomness and mistake luck for skill, particularly when evaluating extreme performances. I argue that these predictable mistakes can be translated into a source of competitive advantage: informed managers can exploit others' misperceptions of luck, such as by arbitraging in strategic factor markets. I then discuss limits to this arbitrage strategy due to social constraints: stakeholders may not be able to accurately evaluate performances and may disapprove atypical strategic activities, suggesting that only strategists who are less sensitive to this "lemon problem" can take advantage of the resulting arbitrage opportunities. I conclude with a flowchart about when strategists should pursue this alternative source of strategic opportunity that turns the well-known biases on their head.
INTRODUCTION
How performances are perceived and attributed have important implications for strategizing. For example, if a success is attributed to a strategy, the manager who formulated this strategy is likely to be rewarded and promoted, and the strategy will be replicated and diffused (Cyert & March, 1963; Haunschild & Miner, 1997; Strang & Macy, 2001 ). However, decades of research in cognitive and social sciences suggest that people tend to make predictable mistakes in attributions (Jones, 1979; Kelley, 1971; Ross, 1977) . For example, the Fundamental Attribution Error suggests that outcomes are usually over-attributed to the person (e.g., the traits or skills of the strategist) rather than to the situation (e.g., being at the right time and right place) (Ross & Nisbett, 1991) . This suggests that people systematically underestimate how events could have unfolded differently due to factors beyond individuals' control, implying that managers can be praised (blamed) for good (bad) luck.
The way people mistake luck for skill is particularly problematic when evaluating extreme performances. Recent studies demonstrate that exceptional performances tend to happen in exceptional circumstances rather than being a reliable indicator of exceptional skill (Denrell & Fang, 2010; Denrell, Fang, & Liu, 2015; Denrell & Liu, 2012) . It follows that extreme performances should be attributed more to the situations the actors happen to be in (Liu & de Rond, 2016) . For example, exceptional successes are unlikely to occur without strong performance reinforcements (Denrell, Fang, & Zhao, 2013; Denrell & Liu, 2012) . A mediocre actor can get lucky early and her initial fortune reinforced to such an extent that she becomes the eventual star who receives all the fame and credits, whereas her more competent counterparts become obscure due to early bad luck (Arthur, 1989; Frank & Cook, 1995; Merton, 1968; Salganik, Dodds, & Watts, 2006) . Similarly, research on disaster dynamics suggests that many failures should be attributed to circumstances such as tightly coupled, interdependent systems (Perrow, 1984) . Even skilled operators can fail to stop a cascade of small errors becoming something more serious once a tipping point is passed (Rudolph & Repenning, 2002) . The theoretical implication is that a non-monotonic pattern between performance and the expected level of skill may exist, as demonstrated in (Denrell & Liu, 2012) . Higher performances indicate higher skill only in the region of moderate performances. Top performers may not have the highest level of expected skill, while the worst performers may not have the lowest level of expected skill (see the appendix for the mechanism that generates this pattern). Their extreme performances reflect a strong, enduring impact of luck so one should regress more to the mean when evaluating these outliers (Denrell & Liu, 2012) .
Nevertheless, people tend to romanticize and attribute extreme performances more to the persons involved than to the situations and predict that these extreme performances are likely to continue due to these persons (Meindl, Ehrlich, & Dukerich, 1985; Ross & Nisbett, 1991) , exactly the opposite to the above normative account. These misattributions of luck can have severe consequences. For example, competent but unlucky managers can be fired after failures, e.g., managers of Major League Baseball teams who lose most of the games in the first half of a season (see also Feiler & Taylor, 2013) . The organization may develop false confidence from this decision because the performance is likely to improve after a new manager joins. But the performance changes may have nothing to do with the new manager but instead reflect regressing upward to the mean after an extremely low performance, implying a version of superstitious learning (Levitt & March, 1988; Liu & de Rond, 2016; Zollo, 2009) . If this suboptimal learning occurs in an interdependent system like nuclear plants, the system may remain tightly coupled and fragile, awaiting the next "normal accident" (Perrow, 1984) . Importantly, even with clear cues that extreme performance cannot happen without extreme luck, experiments show that people still tend to believe the extreme performers must have done something right (or wrong) to deserve the extreme reward or punishment (Denrell & Liu, 2012) . The implication is that people's tendency of mistaking luck for skill is the most salient and consequential when evaluating extreme performances.
I argue that the predictable misperceptions of luck about extreme performances can be translated into a source of competitive advantage. Conventional approaches to this problem focus on how to more accurately evaluate performances through de-biasing the evaluators (Bazerman & Moore, 2009; Kahneman, 2011; Kahneman, Lovallo, & Sibony, 2011) . Here I focus on how informed managers can take advantage of others' predictable mistakes in order to gain an advantage (Gavetti, 2012) . For example, informed managers can arbitrage in a strategic factor market (Barney, 1986) by hiring managers who have been unfairly blamed for failure (i.e., buying low) or selling exceptionally performing business units to naïve buyers who ignore regression to the mean (i.e., selling high). The key is that people's misperceptions of luck about extreme performances can lead to systematic over-or under-estimation in strategic factor markets that enable informed managers to identify and arbitrage the market inefficiencies.
However, there is a limit to this arbitrage strategy due to a "lemon problem" in markets (Benner & Zenger, 2016) . Financial market can be inefficient because traders can lose capital support from their funder if the formers' trading strategy is too sophisticated for the latter, resulting in fewer arbitrage activities than it needs for eliminating market inefficiencies (Shleifer & Vishny, 1997) . This analogy can be applied to strategic factor markets (Barney, 1986; Denrell, Fang, & Winter, 2003) : managers can lose both capital and social support if stakeholders fail to comprehend their strategy. Exploiting others' misperceptions of luck implies that managers often have to act against the crowd's misperceptions of luck. Arbitrage strategies such as hiring the fired or dismissing the stars are likely to be discounted due to their uniqueness and atypicality (Correll, Ridgeway, Zuckerman, & Jank, 2012; Litov, Moreton, & Zenger, 2012) . My theory predicts that managers who are less sensitive to social and stakeholders' constraints (e.g., private equity, see Benner and Zenger, 2016) are more likely to engage in such arbitrage. The implication is that fortune may favor the less sensitive because there is a limit to arbitrage for the more sensitive ones even when they are smart enough to identify the misevaluation opportunities.
More generally, this paper suggests an alternative source of strategic opportunity by turning the biases documented in the literature on their head. Decades of research in Organization Behavior/Theory, Judgment and Decision-making and Strategy have documented numerous suboptimal organizational processes such as decision biases, learning myopia and organizational inertia (Bazerman & Moore, 2009; Hannan & Freeman, 1984; Levinthal & March, 1993) . These biases are counterproductive for the focal company, but I argue that they in fact illuminate ways for informed managers and entrepreneurs to gain an advantage by exploiting these predictable mistakes. This paper focuses on one particular bias, e.g., misperceptions of luck about extreme performances. Strategy researchers and practitioners can extend this approach by examining the extent to which other biases can be translated into an advantage and their scope conditions. Overall this approach suggests an additional branch of Behavioral Strategy (Gavetti, 2012; Powell, Lovallo, & Fox, 2011) as providing ways to identify and exploit arbitrage opportunities in strategic factor markets with social savvy.
The full paper is structured as follows. In the next section, I firstly define what luck is. I then review the cognitive and social reasons for mistaking luck for skill, before emphasizing that these biases are mostly problematic when evaluating extreme performances. Next, I outline how these predictable biases can be translated into advantage and discuss the caveats due to limits to arbitrage. I conclude the paper by presenting a decision flowchart about whether one should pursue an arbitrage opportunity resulted from misperceptions of luck, and discussing the implications of this arbitrage strategy for theories and practices, particularly the idea of behavioral strategy as (overcoming limits to) arbitrage in strategic factor markets.
CONCLUDING REMARKS: BEHAVIORAL STRATEGY AS OVERCOMING LIMITS TO ARBITRAGE
I outlined an alternative source of strategic opportunity by arbitraging strategic factor market inefficiencies resulted from people's systematic misperceptions of luck when evaluating extreme performances. I also discussed the caveats of identifying and exploiting such arbitrage opportunities due to hurdles such as the lemon problem. Misperception of luck is just one of the predictable mistakes identified in the literature. There are other biases such as overconfidence, learning myopia, organizational inertia or the hot stove effect that can lead managers make systematic mistakes. Future research can examine the scope conditions of these biases and whether they can also become a source of strategic opportunity. An analogy of the framework proposed in this paper is how Michael Porter turned Industrial Economics on its head and created his Five Force framework that contributes to competitive advantage (Porter, 1979; Porter, 1980) . Few ideas in his Five Force framework were novel in Industrial Economics, but the focus then was on how to avoid monopoly and make the market more in line with perfectly competitive markets. Michael Porter focused instead on how a firm can become a monopoly -suggesting that all constraining factors against perfectly competitive markets could turn into enabling factors for a firm to maximize its competitive advantage.
Similarly, most of the biases discussed in this paper are well known in the literature. The main contribution of this paper is how these biases can be turned on their head by suggesting how informed managers can gain advantage by exploiting others' predictable mistakes. The limits to arbitrage also suggest that money may be left on the table and a strategic opportunity may continue to be unexploited. Some people may not see an opportunity because of decision biases or learning myopia. Some people may be able to see an opportunity but fail to act on it due to social constraints. Fortune may favor the insensitive and the naïve because others will not be able to fully realize the strategic opportunity due to interactive cognitive and social dynamics. This paper thus suggests a new branch of Behavioral Strategy for illuminating ways to overcome the limits to arbitrage strategic factor market inefficiencies with social savvy.
